Overview

• Who we are
• How we’re doing
• What we’re working on
• What’s coming
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Mandatory Statistics Graphs

- General improvement across all queues
  - Slight increase in queue depth
  - Median processing time stabilizing
- Mostly boring…
  - (Which is good)
  - Occasional spikes of interests
Top Current Projects

- New IANA Web Site
  - See [http://beta.iana.org](http://beta.iana.org)
- RZM (aka eIANA)
  - Starting semi-public alpha test, see Kim for details
- *.ARPA DNSSEC Automation
  - Software ready for production by July 2007 IETF
- Net 14 Recovery
  - Recovering 2% of the IPv4 space
Major Future Projects

- RZM+DNSSEC+EPP
  - Adding DS and EPP support to RZM
- “Resource PKI”
  - Establishing validation hierarchy for address blocks being allocated to the RIRs
- Registry XMLization
  - Prototype underway, full project to start after consultations
Summary

- IANA staffing stabilized at 12 FTE
- IANA performance seeing incremental improvement as expected
  - Although load is increasing a bit
- IANA development projects on track
- Lots more development in the queue
¿Questions?